
Finishing Ghostspeaking, beginning "Enfolded in the wings of a great darkness".  

 

By mid July 2016 I was making the last corrections to Ghostspeaking, a book that had its 

origins in early 2010: eleven imaginary poets, some from France and Spain, most from 

Latin America, their poems, letters and interviews, tastes and styles and varied lives. 

Ricardo Xavier Bousoño with his two long poems "House arrest in São Paulo" and "I do 

not trust that word 'oxygen'" and the very late autobiographic poem "Threads". The 

Argentine lesbian minimalist poet, an Alejandra Pizarnik who never made it to Paris, who 

was never discovered by Octavio Paz or befriended by Julio Cortázar, who fled her 

malevolent Buenos Aires family to assume the invented name of Maria Zafarelli Strega on 

the streets of Montevideo, who wrote a thin collection of poems most of which were lost 

but also wrote prose poems on the backs of postcards, who vanished, whose final 

manuscript reached me from Mexico City early in 2016. For the first few years 

Ghostspeaking came only very slowly while I continued writing separate poems in my own 

voice, poems gathered in the 2013 collection Towns in the Great Desert. After that, all of 

my poetry became channelled into Ghostspeaking, my creative self usurped by these 

phantom poets who would make their appearances and re-appearances and issue new 

poems. My own life started being taken over. The Cuban violinist turned memoirist-

poet, Antonieta Villanueva, contracted polio in childhood like me, and the Puerto Rican 

singer-songwriter Ernesto Ray had his former life snatched away from him when, as 

happened to me, his partner was diagnosed with an incurable form of cancer. It was hard 

for me transcribing the poems he wrote, continuing despite everything. 

 

But by mid 2016 the book and the project had reached a natural close, a 375 page book 

longer than many novels, and containing poems in many different styles, often ones I'd 

never imagined trying before. After the intensity of this heteronymous work I had a few 

months where no poems came and then, slowly, by the end of the year a variety of new 

short poems appeared. Then at the end of January 2017 I started what soon became a 

new project. These are poems written at night - often very short - with a line or phrase 

retrieved from sleep - or written in the stillness of a quiet house hearing only some traffic 



on a nearby main road, trees squeaking, a possum on the veranda, or lightning or a 

storm. Small and separate phrases and images but clearly a sequence, bound together by a 

certain mood and a single flow. In the creaky wooden house there is much space and I 

wanted space around the words. These are poems written in my own voice - it was a 

return to myself, a refinding of myself, though there is also a female presence I sense 

around me some of the time. After Ghostspeaking's many prose poems, its neobaroque 

edge in poets like Lazlo Thalassa, Ricardo Xavier Bousoño or Ernesto Ray, or the ornate 

surrealist prose of Federico Silva or Elena Navronskaya Blanco, I wanted a sparse, clear 

simplicity, a building fragment by fragment of poems that would form a single sequence 

marked by the need for clarity and carrying the weight of the space I am now in with my 

illnesses, with my partner's cancer, with the sense of time's limits. There would need to 

be variety, of course, and a balancing of light and dark, sombre and hopeful, slightly 

bizarre and plain-speaking. But, above all, I wanted the poems to have an openness that 

would let simple things come in and speak directly. This quest for an intensity and a 

clarity strong enough to let simple things resonate is what I found compelling in the 

poetry of Antonio Almeida from Ghostspeaking or, before him, in the gnomic poems of 

the Byzantine exile Irene Philologos from the 2009 heteronymous book Apocrypha. I 

always felt blessed by a strange grace on those rare occasions when an Irene Philologos 

poem came to me. The project of "Enfolded in the wings of a great darkness" is, in many 

ways, an attempt to create in my own voice the kind of space Almeida and Philologos 

were working towards. 

 

"Enfolded in the wings of a great darkness" as it is now on June 8, 2017, runs to some 34 

pages but it doesn't feel as if it has reached its end yet. While it is in its own way a 

project, as the heteronyms were, it needed to be different from them. I imagine it 

eventually forming a book in itself or, perhaps, half or a third of a book. In a year or two 

I plan to start a new extensive trans-genre, probably part-heteronym, work but I want to 

give that plenty of time to germinate. 


